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ABSTRACT
We present deep g- and r-band Magellan/Megacam photometry of two dwarf galaxy candidates
discovered in the Dark Energy Survey (DES), Grus I and Indus II (DES J2038–4609). For the case of
Grus I, we resolved the main sequence turn-off (MSTO) and ∼ 2 mags below it. The MSTO can be
seen at g0 ∼ 24 with a photometric uncertainty of 0.03 mag. We show Grus I to be consistent with an
old, metal-poor (∼ 13.3 Gyr, [Fe/H]∼ −1.9) dwarf galaxy. We derive updated distance and structural
parameters for Grus I using this deep, uniform, wide-field data set. We find an azimuthally averaged
half-light radius more than two times larger (∼ 151+21−31 pc; ∼ 4.′16+0.54−0.74) and an absolute V -band
magnitude ∼ −4.1 that is ∼ 1 magnitude brighter than previous studies. We obtain updated distance,
ellipticity, and centroid parameters which are in agreement with other studies within uncertainties.
Although our photometry of Indus II is ∼ 2− 3 magnitudes deeper than the DES Y1 Public release, we
find no coherent stellar population at its reported location. The original detection was located in an
incomplete region of sky in the DES Y2Q1 data set and was flagged due to potential blue horizontal
branch member stars. The best fit isochrone parameters are physically inconsistent with both dwarf
galaxies and globular clusters. We conclude that Indus II is likely a false-positive, flagged due to a
chance alignment of stars along the line of sight.
Keywords: galaxies: dwarf — galaxies: fundamental parameters — methods: data analysis — methods:
statistical — techniques: photometric
1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of high-precision, large-area surveys
such as SDSS (York et al. 2000), the Dark Energy Survey
(DES; The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005), Pan-
STARRS (Chambers et al. 2016), the Hyper Suprime-
Cam Subaru Strategic Program (HSC SSP; Homma et al.
2016), MagLites (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2016; Torrealba
et al. 2018), and DELVE (Mau et al. 2019), the number
of known faint satellite systems that orbit the Milky Way
(MW) has dramatically increased (Drlica-Wagner et al.
2015; Koposov et al. 2015; Bechtol et al. 2015). The
ambiguity of what constitutes a galaxy increases as more
systems are discovered that lie between the traditional
loci of globular clusters and galaxies. Additionally, these
low-luminosity systems challenge spectroscopic studies
due to their low number of bright member stars (Willman
& Strader 2012).
Many of these satellites discovered in the past decade
are categorized as ultra-faint dwarf (UFD) galaxies (Si-
mon 2019a). With MV & −8 mag (M∗ . 105M; Mar-
tin et al. 2008; Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017), UFDs
overlap with bright globular clusters (GCs) in the size-
luminosity plane. Though they overlap in this parameter
space, UFDs and GCs likely have different formation
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mechanisms (Forbes et al. 2018). From their internal
stellar kinematics, GCs are consistent with having little
or no dark matter, and may be remnants of nucleated
dwarf galaxies or may follow a completely separate evo-
lutionary path (Bassino et al. 1994).
In contrast, the stellar kinematics of UFDs exhibit high
M/LV ratios (i.e., M/LV ∼ 103; Simon & Geha 2007)
and represent the faintest end of the galaxy luminosity
function. Dynamical mass measurements are one of the
primary distinguishing characteristics between UFDs and
GCs. In comparison to low-luminosity GCs, UFDs have
larger sizes (rh & 30 pc), larger velocity dispersions (σ &
3 km s−1), and significant metallicity spreads (σ[Fe/H] &
0.3 dex), as shown in Simon & Geha (2007) and Martin
et al. (2007).
As the most dark matter dominated objects visible in
the Universe, UFDs provide crucial, empirical informa-
tion about the nature of dark matter and hierarchical
structure at the smallest-scales (Frenk & White 2012;
Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017). In Λ-cold dark matter
(ΛCDM) cosmology, structure forms hierarchically, with
the UFDs corresponding to the galaxies in the smallest
of dark matter halos (Wheeler et al. 2015; Sawala et al.
2015; Wetzel et al. 2016). Discerning the exact nature of
MW satellites is therefore our paramount observational
method to better constrain and compare cosmological
models to low-luminosity systems. Firmly establishing
the newly-discovered satellites as UFDs, and measuring
their mass-to-light ratios, requires spectroscopic studies
of a significant sample of their stars (e.g., Li et al. 2018).
However, due to the faintness of these systems, spec-
troscopy is only possible for a small sample of their stars,
making a robust determination of their mass-to-light
ratios difficult to obtain. In addition to spectroscopic
studies, information on the structural parameters and
stellar populations of UFDs may be obtained through
deep photometric studies. For faint overdensities of stars
like UFDs, this requires targeted imaging and precise
photometry, in order to distinguish members of the sys-
tems from background stars and galaxies (e.g., Martin
et al. 2008; Mun˜oz et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2014; Conn
et al. 2018a,b; Jerjen et al. 2018; Mutlu-Pakdil et al.
2018).
In this work we seek to clarify the nature of two objects
detected in the DES footprint, Grus I and Indus II, with
deep Magellan/Megacam imaging.
Grus I was discovered by Koposov et al. (2015), how-
ever its status as a GC or UFD has not yet been totally
disentangled due to its faintness (MV = −3.4) and the
lack of deep, wide field photometry. Follow-up studies
based on the deep but small Gemini/GMOS-S field of
view (FOV) photometry (Jerjen et al. 2018) were not
able to determine the properties of Grus I because of its
extension (rh = 1.
′77, Koposov et al. 2015).
Mart´ınez-Va´zquez et al. (2019) obtained a precise dis-
tance to Grus I of D = 127± 6 kpc (µ0 = 20.51± 0.10
mag) from the detection of two RR Lyrae members. They
find that this distance would imply a change of 5% in
its previously calculated physical size, consistent with
the estimate of Koposov et al. (2015). Given the large
uncertainties in the previous determinations of physical
size, deep and extended imaging in Grus I is needed to
firmly confirm this.
Complementary spectroscopic studies made of this
system (Walker et al. 2016; Ji et al. 2019) were not able
to decipher the nature of this object either, since the
velocity dispersion could not be resolved because of the
scarce sample of members detected.
Our second target, DES J2038–4609, was identified in
Drlica-Wagner et al. (2015) as a low-confidence UFD can-
didate and will be referred to as Indus II throughout the
paper for convenience. The initial data for Indus II were
located in a survey region with atypical non-uniformity
as they were taken part-way through the survey observa-
tions. The primary evidence for candidacy stems from a
clump of apparent blue horizontal branch (BHB) stars at
g ∼ 22. While Indus II has been targeted in some dark
matter indirect detection analyses (Albert et al. 2017),
there are no other studies confirming the nature of the ob-
ject. Given the uncertainty associated with this system,
we chose to confirm whether this target was a gravita-
tionally bound system due to Magellan/Megacam’s FOV
potentially covering 3× rh (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015).
We follow similar methods to other studies that have
confirmed the status of many MW satellites as dwarf
galaxies (see, e.g., Sand et al. 2012; Crnojevic´ et al. 2016;
Kim et al. 2016; Luque et al. 2016; Carlin et al. 2017;
Conn et al. 2018a,b; Luque et al. 2018; Mutlu-Pakdil
2018). Our data complements other studies by utilizing a
larger FOV (necessary for the potentially larger extents),
while still resolving magnitudes ∼ 3 magnitudes deeper
than the discovery papers.
This paper is structured as follows. In §2 we describe
the Magellan/Megacam and DES observations, photom-
etry, and catalog selection. We present the likelihood
method used to infer structural parameters in §3. In §4
we report the results from the statistical analysis, and §5
compares our results to previous results and concludes
this work.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. Data
We observed Indus II and Grus I over four nights
in April 2017 with the Megacam instrument (McLeod
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Figure 1. Full 24′ × 24′ FOV of Grus I (left panel) and Indus II (right panel). Shown here are the final SWarped and coadded
r-band images with masks applied to saturated objects and satellite trails (white marks). The inner blue circles delineate the
region of intereset (ROI; see §3) defined in the statistical analysis used to determine final properties of each object. The outer
circles mark the outer limit of the area designated as the background region in the statistical analysis. For both objects, the radii
of the circles are rinner = 7
′ and 7′ ≥ rbackground ≥ 12′.
et al. 2015) at the f/5 focus of the 6.5 m Magellan Clay
telescope. Megacam is an imager composed of 36 CCDs
of 2048 × 4608 pixels, creating a square array with a
FOV of ∼ 24′×24′ (see Figure 1). The data were binned
2×2 resulting in a pixel scale of 0.′′16. Observations were
dithered such that each image is offset by +5′′ in right
ascension (RA) and +13′′ in declination (Dec.) from the
previous one. This reduces the impact of the small gaps
between the CCDs.
The data were reduced using the Megacam pipeline
developed at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astro-
physics1 (McLeod et al. 2006). This pipeline includes
tasks such as bias subtraction, flat fielding, and cos-
mic ray correction. In addition, the pipeline derives
astrometric solutions using the 2MASS survey (Skrutskie
et al. 2006). The images were then resampled, with a
lanczos3 interpolation function, and combined with a
weighted average using SWarp (Bertin 2010). This pro-
cess produced a final, stacked g- and r-band image for
each object. An observing log can be found in Table 1.
2.2. Megacam Photometry
1 This paper uses data products produced by the OIR Tele-
scope Data Center, supported by the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory.
Table 1. Observing log of Magellan/Megacam observa-
tions in the g- and r-bands for Grus I and Indus II.
Object UT Date Filter N × texp Seeing
(s) (′′)
Gru I 2017 Apr 23 g 7× 300 0.7
2017 Apr 24 r 8× 300 0.9
Indus II 2017 Apr 21 g 8× 300 0.6
2017 Apr 22 r 8× 300 0.5
Due to the large FOV and number of objects in each
image, we used point-spread function (PSF) fitting soft-
ware to extract the stellar photometry. We used the
well-known photometry package, DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR and
ALLFRAME, and followed the general guidelines as de-
scribed in various other papers to determine instrumental
magnitudes (Stetson 1987, 1994).
An accurate PSF model was created from the brightest
and most isolated unsaturated stars in the image. An
initial coordinate list and aperture photometry pass of
each image was done to find appropriate stars to be used
in creating the PSF models. We chose 500 of the brightest
stars, evenly distributed over the image, and visually
inspected the surrounding areas and radial profiles for
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Table 2. The photometric transformations between Megacam instrumental magnitudes and the DES
photometric system. The fifth column displays the difference between the transformed Megacam
magnitudes and the DES magnitudes. The sixth (sharp range) and seventh (median chi-value) columns
detail the morphological cuts made on the instrumental photometry. The last two columns detail the
number of stars and magnitude range of the final Megacam+DES stellar catalogs after these cuts were
applied.
Object Filter β α std(∆mag)
a Sharp Chi # of stars Magnitude rangeb
Grus I g 7.554 −0.136 0.036 (−0.7, 1.2) 1.65 6743 (15.6, 26.7)
r 7.651 −0.027 0.023 (−0.5, 0.7) 1.25 6743 (15.2, 26.3)
Indus II g 7.596 −0.167 0.028 (−0.5, 0.3) 2.05 5520 (15.2, 26.6)
r 7.657 −0.029 0.021 (−0.7, 0.2) 4.91 5520 (14.8, 26.8)
aThe median absolute standard deviation of the difference between DES magnitudes and transformed Megacam magnitudes.
bThe faint magnitude limits correspond to S/N ∼ 5
saturation, neighbors, bad pixels, and other effects that
might affect the measurement of an object. In order to
represent stars over the entire FOV, we ensured that the
remaining stars were distributed over the entire image
and allowed the PSF to vary quadratically. It should be
noted that due to the elongation of objects in the Grus
I g-band image, the fitting radius was set to be slightly
larger than the FWHM to better encompass the core of
the star. The elongation is along the East-West axis and
likely due to tracking issues.
In order to create a final coordinate list, ALLSTAR was
used twice to perform preliminary PSF photometry on
the images. The first run produced a star-subtracted
image on which ALLSTAR was run the second time and
the stars used in the psf-fit and neighbors were visually
inspected. This allows for the detection of fainter objects,
located in the PSF wings of brighter objects. The re-
sultant object list is then input to ALLFRAME to perform
a final round of PSF photometry on each filter simulta-
neously. In order to convert pixel coordinates from one
filter to another, DAOMATCH/DAOMASTER is used to find
a linear transformation between the g- and r-bands for
each image. This last step creates a final catalog in each
filter that is matched by object ID. It also mitigates the
systematic uncertainty created by blended stars being
inaccurately measured as one star in some frames.
2.3. DES Photometry
We used DES photometry to transform Megacam in-
strumental magnitudes to DES standard magnitudes and
to find magnitudes for the stars saturated in Megacam.
DES is a wide-field survey imaging 5000 deg2 of the south-
ern hemisphere (The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration
2005; Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al. 2016).
DES uses the Dark Energy Camera (DECam; Flaugher
et al. 2015) positioned at the prime focus of the 4-meter
Blanco telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory (CTIO) in Chile. DES data are reduced
by the DES Data Management (DESDM) pipeline; in
which they are detrended, astrometrically calibrated to
2MASS, and coadded into image tiles (?). Detrending
includes standard bias subtraction, CCD cross talk, flat
fielding, and non-linearity, pupil, fringe, and illumination
corrections. Object detection, photometric, and morpho-
logical measurements were performed with SExtractor
followed by multi-epoch and single-object fitting (SOF;
Abbott et al. 2018).
The DES catalogs used in this work were created from
the DES Y3 GOLD (v2.0) catalog with the selection
flags FLAGS GOLD= 0 and EXTENDED CLASS MASH SOF≤ 2
in order to ensure we have a complete stellar sample
with minimal contaminants. The FLAGS GOLD selection
applies a bitmask for objects that have known photomet-
ric issues and artifacts. The EXTENDED CLASS MASH SOF
is similar to the extended classification variables defined
in Equations 1, 2, and 3 in Shipp et al. (2018), but for
the SOF photometry. The variables in these equations
classify objects as high-confidence stars, low-confidence
stars, and low-confidence galaxies.
2.4. Transformation from Megacam to DES
The matched objects found in the previous section were
used to find a transformation between DES magnitudes
and Megacam instrumental magnitudes. A color cut of
(g0 − r0)DES < 1.2 was applied to remove a clump of
M0 and redder stars. We used only stars having DES
photometric errors less than 0.03 mag. These criteria
ensure that a high-quality stellar sample is utilized in
finding the magnitude system transformation.
To perform this transformation, we solve for the coeffi-
cients of the following equation using a generalized least
6 Cantu et al.
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Figure 2. Distribution of high confidence stars used in pho-
tometric transformation from Megacam instrumental magni-
tudes to the DES magnitude system. All four panels show
mDES −mMegacam vs. g − r(Megacam), where Megacam
here are transformed into the DES system. The top two
panels show Grus I (586 matched stars) and the bottom two
panels show Indus II (1122 matched stars). For both objects,
the green points represent g-band data and the red points
represent r-band data.
squares regression:
MDES = minstr + β + α(g0 − r0)DES , (1)
where β is the zeropoint offset and α is the color coeffi-
cient. To find the true distribution of MDES −minstr,
we run the catalog through a sigma-clipping algorithm
based on the median absolute deviation. Stars that lie
outside 3σ are clipped until the distribution converges.
Equation 1 is then applied to all of the instrumental
magnitudes found from ALLFRAME. A second-order fit
was explored and deemed unnecessary. The coefficients
of this fit are in the third and fourth columns in Table 2
and the difference between transformed Megacam mag-
nitudes and DES magnitudes of stars used to find the
transformation can be seen in Figure 2.
We created the final stellar catalog by applying mor-
phological cuts using the statistics sharp and χ which
were determined during the PSF fitting. Sharp can be
approximated as sharp2 ∼ σ2obs−σ2PSF , where σobs is the
observed photometric error and σPSF is the expected
photometric error (Stetson 1987).
The second statistic, χ, is the ratio of observed pixel-
to-pixel scatter over expected scatter, determined from
the intrinsic scatter in the PSF models. Star galaxy
separation begins to break down at fainter magnitudes,
i.e., g0 ∼ 25.5 and r0 ∼ 24.75. The details of these cuts
and the magnitude range of the final stellar catalogs can
be found in the last four columns in Table 2. In addition,
the final catalog’s brighter magnitudes are supplemented
by the DES stellar objects where Megacam saturates at
g0 ∼ 18 and r0 ∼ 17.5. A portion of these catalogs can
be seen in Tables 3 and 4.
Figure 3 shows the color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs)
created for both Grus I and Indus II using the final cali-
brated stellar catalog as it was described in this section.
The uncertainties show that the photometric signal-to-
noise ∼ 10 to a depth ∼ 3 magnitudes below that of the
discovery papers.
Table 3. The final calibrated stellar catalog for Grus I—
Sorted by star ID. This table is published in its entirety
in machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for
guidance regarding its form and content. All magnitudes are
in the DES magnitude system.
Star ID R.A. Dec. g0,DES σg r0,DES σr
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
12543 344.134 −50.285 25.398 0.106 24.807 0.068
12845 344.139 −50.284 22.623 0.007 22.402 0.007
13343 344.138 −50.281 24.075 0.029 24.044 0.036
14597 344.103 −50.278 24.745 0.047 24.361 0.049
14730 344.168 −50.278 24.956 0.070 24.902 0.076
15406 344.187 −50.275 17.679 0.003 17.276 0.002
3. METHODS
We utilize the Ultra-faint Galaxy Likelihood (UGaLi)2
toolkit to determine structural parameters and the best-
fitting isochrones for Grus I and Indus II. Here we review
the aspects of UGaLi that are important for our analysis,
and refer to Bechtol et al. (2015) and the appendix of
2 https://github.com/DarkEnergySurvey/ugali
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Figure 3. g0 vs. (g0 − r0) CMDs of the full 24′ × 24′ Megacam FOV centered on Grus I (left) and Indus II (right)—created
with the final stellar Magellan/Megacam+DES catalog (where objects g0 . 18 and r0 . 17.5 are from DES). The error bars
represent median photometric uncertainties for one-mag wide bins and are arbitrarily placed in color-space.
Table 4. The final calibrated stellar catalog for Indus II—
Sorted by star ID. This table is published in its entirety
in machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for
guidance regarding its form and content.
Star ID R.A. Dec. g0,DES σg r0,DES σr
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
17138 309.735 −46.284 25.845 0.125 25.532 0.090
17539 309.705 −46.283 25.911 0.117 25.658 0.100
17819 309.691 −46.282 21.532 0.007 20.891 0.006
18608 309.677 −46.278 21.129 0.005 20.183 0.010
18821 309.764 −46.278 25.005 0.064 24.897 0.052
19208 309.689 −46.276 21.143 0.006 20.198 0.010
Drlica-Wagner et al. (2019) for a more detailed descrip-
tion.
Our data sample consists of the magnitude and
the error on the magnitude in two filters, Dc,i =
{gi, σgi , ri, σri}, and the spatial positions of the stars
Ds,i = {αi, δi}. We define the probability distribution
for the structural parameters as us, and the probability
distribution for the parameters of the isochrone as uc.
The total probability distribution function (PDF) for
the data Di = {Ds,i,Dc,i} given the model parameters
θ is then
u(Di|θ) = us(Ds,i|θs)× uc(Dc,i|θc), (2)
This probability distribution is defined such that the in-
tegral of it over the entire spatial and magnitude domain
is unity.
For the structural properties, us, we assume an ellipti-
cal Plummer model, with a projected density distribu-
tion (Plummer 1911; Martin et al. 2008),
Σ(R) ∝
[
1 +
(
Ri
Rp
)2]−2
. (3)
Here Ri is the elliptical radius coordinate from the cen-
ter of the galaxy, and Rp is the Plummer-scale radius
(equivalent to the 2D azimuthally averaged half-light ra-
dius, rh = ah
√
1− ). There are five model parameters
that describe the Plummer profile: the centroid coor-
dinates (α0, δ0,), the semi-major half-light radius (ah),
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the ellipticity (), and position angle (φ). The density
distribution is further related to spatial position by
Ri =
{[
1
1−  (Xi cosφ− Yi sinφ)
]2
−(Xi sinφ+ Yi cosφ)2
} 1
2
(4)
and spatial position is related to the object centroid
by
Xi −X0 = (αi − α0) cos(δ0) (5)
and
Yi − Y0 = δi − δ0. (6)
For the isochrone properties, uc, we calculate the
PDF by binning the color-magnitude information over a
grid of isochrones that are weighted by a Chabrier IMF
(Chabrier 2003) and have a fixed solar alpha abundance.
These isochrones are described in terms of the distance
modulus (m−M), the age of the stellar population (τ),
and the metallicity (Z). All metallicities are reported as
[Fe/H] = log10
(
Z
Z
)
, with Z = 0.0152.
The grid of PARSEC isochrones are representative of
old metal-poor stellar populations, i.e., 0.0001 < Z <
0.001, 1 Gyr < τ < 13.5 Gyr, and 16.0 < m−M < 25.0
to fit the CMD properties of each object (Bressan et al.
2012). We check that our results do not depend on the
isochrone model by comparing to Dotter (2016) and find
that they are insensitive to this specific assumption.
With the above model, we can define the Poisson log-
likelihood
logL = −λNs −
stars∑
i
log(1− pi), (7)
where λ, the stellar richness, is a normalization parameter
representative of the total number of member stars with
M∗ > 0.1M in the satellite, Ns is the fraction of ob-
servable satellite member stars, and pi is the probability
that a star is a member of the satellite.
Because we choose to normalize the signal PDF to
unity, we can interpret λ as the total number of stars in
the satellite (observed + unobserved). The membership
probability is given by
pi =
λui
λui + bi
, (8)
where bi is the background density function (for more
details see Appendix C in Drlica-Wagner et al. 2020). We
take the background density function to be independent
of spatial position in our region of interest (ROI).
The empirical background density function, bi, is deter-
mined from an annulus (7.′2 < r < 12′) surrounding our
target ROI (r < 7.′2). We require the ROI to be & 2×rh.
This is the maximum ROI that still allows for the back-
ground annulus to contain ∼ 3× rh (Martin et al. 2008),
where rh is from Koposov et al. (2015); Drlica-Wagner
et al. (2015). Figure 1 depicts these regions as blue cir-
cles. Any non-stellar objects that still contaminate the
data at greater magnitudes are expected to do so equally
over the entire FOV and therefore averaged within bi.
With λ allowed to vary and bi held fixed, we simultane-
ously explore the whole parameter space with flat priors
for all parameters except rh (an inverse prior). With
UGaLi, we run an MCMC chain with 100 walkers, 12000
steps, and 1000 burn-in (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).
Absolute V -band magnitude is determined following the
prescription of Martin et al. (2008)
4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
4.1. Grus I
Column 1 of Table 5 lists the parameters obtained from
the median peak likelihood of the posterior distributions
(see Figure 4). With our improved parameters for Grus
I, we find it to be consistent with an extended ultra-
faint dwarf galaxy that resides at the faint edge (µ ∼ 30
mag) of the galaxy locus in the size-luminosity plane.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between GCs and UFDs
in this parameter space and also shows the updated
location of Grus I. Table 5 lists the parameters that were
derived in previous works (both Grus I and Indus II are
represented).
With a ah ∼ 202 pc and MV ∼ −4.1, Grus I is both
larger and brighter than estimates from previous works
(Koposov et al. 2015). In addition, according to our
results ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.9), it is among the more metal-
rich UFDs found to date (Simon 2019b). Spectroscopic
studies by Walker et al. (2016); Ji et al. (2019) find
the brightest potential member stars are very metal
poor (e.g., [Fe/H] ∼ −2.3), whereas photometric studies
(including this one) find it to be less metal poor, i.e.,
[Fe/H] . −2 (Koposov et al. 2015; Jerjen et al. 2018).
A larger spectroscopic sample is required to confirm the
metallicity of this object.
This discrepancy between spectroscopic and photomet-
ric metallicities has been seen in previous studies (see
Section 4.3 in Caldwell et al. 2017). In that case, it
was considered more likely that the spectroscopic results
were likely systematically metal-poor. There was very
good agreement with the isochrone calculated with the
photometric metallicity and probable member stars.
Figure 6 shows the CMD of the stars within 2 × rh
and the CMD of the background (see the 1st and 2nd
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Table 5. Photometric and spectroscopic parameters of Grus I and Indus II found in the literature prior to this work. The columns
for Grus I, in order, are from this work, Koposov et al. (2015); Walker et al. (2016); Jerjen et al. (2018); Mun˜oz et al. (2018); Ji
et al. (2019); Mart´ınez-Va´zquez et al. (2019). Column 8 describes Indus II as found in the discovery paper, Drlica-Wagner et al.
(2015).
Grus I Indus II
This Work
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
α2000 (deg) 344.166
+0.007
−0.006 344.1765 · · · 344.1700 344.1797 · · · · · · 309.76
δ2000 (deg) −50.168+0.006−0.005 −50.1633 · · · −50.1641 −50.1800 · · · · · · −46.16
t-value (σ) 21.3 10.1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ∼ 5.7
MV (mag) −4.1± 0.3 −3.4± 0.3 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · −4.3± 0.19
D (kpc) 125+6−12 120 · · · 115± 6 · · · · · · · · · 214± 16
rh (arcmin) 4.16
+0.54
−0.74 1.77
+0.85
−0.39
b · · · · · · 0.81± 0.66b · · · · · · 2.91.11.0b
rh (pc) 151
+21
−31 62
+29.8
−13.6 · · · · · · 28.3± 23.0 · · · · · · 181± 67
 0.44+0.08−0.10 0.41
+0.20
−0.28 · · · · · · 0.45± 0.30 · · · · · · < 0.4
φ (deg) 153+8.0−7.0 4± 60 · · · · · · 23± 18 · · · · · · · · ·
m−M (mag) 20.48+0.11−0.22a 20.4 · · · 20.30± 0.11 · · · · · · 20.51± 0.10c · · ·
τ (Gyr) 13.26+0.18−0.25 · · · · · · 14.0+1.0−1.0 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
[Fe/H] (dex) −1.88+0.09−0.03 · · · −1.42+0.55−0.42 −2.5+0.3−0.3 −2.5± 0.3 −2.57,−2.50 · · · · · ·
σ[Fe/H] (dex) · · · · · · < 0.9 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
〈vLOS〉 (km s−1) · · · · · · −140.5+2.4−1.6 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
σvLOS (km s
−1) · · · · · · < 9.8 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
M/LV, · · · · · · < 2645 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
aA systematic uncertainty of 0.1 mag was added to account for the difference between best-fits for Bressan et al. (2012) and
Dotter (2016) isochrones.
bSemi-major halflight radii converted from azimuthally-averaged radii with
√
1−  factor.
cThis distance measurement is based on two RR Lyrae stars found in Grus I.
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Figure 5. Shown as a red star are the position of Grus I
with our newly derived properties (circled in red) and its
original location in the size-luminosity plane. The original
location of Indus II is shown as a light blue circle. The MW
globular clusters are in grey points and the rest of the MW
UFDs are depicted with blue crosses.
panel, respectively). The last three panels of Figure 6
are Hess diagrams of the background stellar density, the
stellar density within 2 × rh, and the difference of the
two (see panels 3, 4, and 5, respectively). Overlaid in
the 1st, 4th, and 5th panels is a PARSEC isochrone
representative of an old, metal-poor population with
τ = 13.3 Gyr and [Fe/H] = −1.9. This isochrone agrees
with the best-fit properties of Grus I inferred from the
maximum likelihood distribution.
For Grus I the background-subtracted Hess diagram
shown in the 5th panel of Figure 6, clearly illuminates
MSTO, MS, and sub-giant branch features that are well-
represented by the inferred properties. Less obvious, but
still well-populated, the isochrone clearly delineates a
HB and RGB population. It should be noted that some
potential members can still be seen in the second top-row
panel (background CMD) of Figure 6 due to Grus I’s
large extent.
In the left two panels of Figure 7, we show the dis-
tribution of the UGaLi membership probabilities in sky
coordinates and color-magnitude space. These mem-
bership probabilities were determined as described in
§3. The three panels in this figure show that our in-
ferred parameters describing the stellar population and
morphology of Grus I are consistent with a theoretical
Plummer profile.
These probabilities were further used to create a binned
and weighted density profile as seen in the far right panel
of Figure 7. There are an equal number of stars in each
bin. It can be seen that the binned data fits well over
the Plummer model profile shown as the dashed line.
The posterior distributions and maximum-likelihood
peak values are shown in Figure 4. While some of the
properties shown in Figure 4 agree with previous works
(see Table 5) within the uncertainties (e.g., centroid
coordinates, ellipticity, distance modulus), others have
shifted slightly in this work (i.e., rh), changing some of
the derived properties.
Jerjen et al. (2018) find two small overdensities at
[(α − α0), (δ − δ0)] ≈ [+0.2,−0.5] (arcmin) and [(α −
α0), (δ − δ0)] ≈ [−0.6,+0.8] (arcmin)–with extents of
22× 25 pc and 13× 28 pc, respectively. It is interesting
to note that we do not find obvious evidence of the two
slight overdensities or diffuse centroid found in Jerjen
et al. (2018). Our centroid shift does not seem to be
significant or dependent on any lack of dense central
overdensity as can be seen in Figure 8. The dashed
yellow line in this figure indicates the halflight radius
created with our inferred parameters.
The rh (4.
′16) found in this work is larger than previous
works by more than a factor of 2. Our larger FOV (see
Figure 1) allows us to more accurately constrain the
local background contamination and is likely the reason
for the change in extent. Additionally, we find Grus I
to be about one magnitude brighter (MV ∼ −4.1 mag)
than previously thought (Koposov et al. 2015), while the
distance to the object is in agreement with the recently
updated distance determination based on RR Lyrae stars
(Mart´ınez-Va´zquez et al. 2019).
It should be noted that Jhelum, a nearby stellar stream
(D ∼ 13 kpc, m−M ∼ 15.6; Shipp et al. 2018), poten-
tially contaminates the FOV. In order to test this, we
cut potential stream member stars from our catalog and
performed the same analysis on the new catalog. These
potential members were chosen based on Jhelum’s spatial
footprint and location in color-magnitude space. The
width of the area in color-magnitude space was chosen to
account for our photometric uncertainties. The distance
of the Jhelum stream (D ∼ 13 kpc) compared to how
far Grus I is precludes any physical association between
the two. The results from this analysis were the similar
within uncertainties. Therefore, we determined that the
presence of the stream does not significantly affect our
analysis.
4.2. Indus II
MCMC chains run on this object fail to converge and
no membership probabilities are calculated. The result-
ing isochrone parameters from the uncoverged chains
are indicative of a young stellar population, which is
inconsistent with UFDs or globular clusters.
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Figure 6. The top row of panels is for Grus I CMD and the bottom row is for Indus II CMD. In both cases, the 1st panel shows
an ROI of 2× rh centered on the object, where Grus I uses properties found in this study (see Table 5) and Indus II uses the
discovery properties from Drlica-Wagner et al. (2015). The 2nd panel is a comparison CMD made from stars > 2× rh away
from the ROI. The 3rd panel is a Hess diagram showing the density of the background stars seen in the 2nd panel. They have
been scaled to match the same area as the ROIs. The 4th panel is the Hess diagram of the stars within 2× rh as seen in the 1st
panel. The 5th panel is the Hess difference of the 4th and 3rd panels.
In all but the background panels of Figure 6, the UFD
representative old, metal-poor isochrone delineates the
HB but fails to match with any other CMD feature. The
derived isochrone fails to match the BHB stars that its
candidacy hinged on originally. This indicates Indus II
is likely a false-positive, i.e., neither a dwarf galaxy nor
a globular cluster.
Since we have found that Indus II is neither a real
galaxy nor a cluster, it goes against convention to use In-
dus II as its designation. We prefer to use the designation
DES J2038–4609 from now on.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS
We confirm the status of Grus I as a likely dwarf
galaxy with the results of an MCMC algorithm and fit to
a Plummer density model with deep Magellan/Megacam
follow-up photometry of the objects Grus I and DES
J2038–4609. This photometry reaches ∼ 2 − 3 magni-
tudes deeper than the discovery data, allowing us to
derive i) improved distance, which is in agreement with
the distance obtained using RR Lyrae distance indicators
(Mart´ınez-Va´zquez et al. 2019), ii) luminosity, 1 mag
brighter than Koposov et al. (2015), and iii) structural
parameters, particularly finding that the rh is two times
larger. We find that DES J2038–4609 is a false posi-
tive that was flagged due to a chance projection of an
overdensity of stars.
Grus I is an extended (rh ≈ 4.′16), elliptical ( = 0.44)
dwarf galaxy with a distance of 125 kpc. Like other
dwarfs, Grus I has an old single, stellar population (13.3
Gyr) with low metallicity ([Fe/H] = −1.9). Its luminosity
(MV ≈ −4.1) and azimuthal half-light radius (151 pc)
place it at the lower edge of the dwarf locus in the size-
luminosity plane (see Figure 5).
Our analysis complements previous studies with a
larger FOV and deeper photometry, allowing us to con-
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Figure 7. Right panel: Spatial distribution of stars in Grus I that have high membership probability. Middle Panel: Color-
magnitude diagram of the same stars with high membership probabilty. The black line is the isochrone best described by our
newly derived parameters in Table 5. Gray points in both panels are stars with less than 5% membership probability.Right
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Figure 8. The 3− σ iso-density contours of Grus I with our
redetermined centroid shown as a red star. The blue circles
represent the location of the two overdensities mentioned
in Jerjen et al. (2018) and the gold diamond is the original
centroid found in Koposov et al. (2015). The yellow dashed
ellipse indicates the Plummer halflight radius found in this
work.
firm the suggestion of Walker et al. (2016) that Grus I was
likely larger in extent3. We also find that Grus I is slightly
less metal-poor than most UFDs, with [Fe/H]. −1.9 al-
3 This larger extent implies a lower-density dark matter
halo(Wolf et al. 2010)
though not as metal-rich as suggested in Walker et al.
(2016).
In this work, we reach the necessary FOV (24′ × 24′)
which allows us to improve upon and find new structural
parameters of Grus I. Martin et al. (2008) determined
that a FOV three times the half-light radius is necessary
to accurately constrain the structural properties of UFDs.
Therefore, with rh ∼ 4.′16′, our 24′ × 24′ FOV is just
large enough to derive accurate structural parameters.
Previous spectroscopic studies find mixed results with
respect to the average metallicity of this object. There
are two well-measured, brighter member stars that are
consistent with old, metal-poor UFDs ([Fe/H]∼ −2.5),
but Walker et al. (2016) found five faint stars that sug-
gested a metallicity of [Fe/H]∼ −1.4. It is possible that
these fainter stars have a systematic uncertainty or bias
that cause Grus I to appear more metal-rich than it is.
We analyze DES J2038–4609 with background sub-
tracted Hess diagrams and UGaLi and find that the dis-
tribution of stars does not correlate with any isochrone
or Plummer model. A chance alignment of possible BHB
stars contributed to the original detection of DES J2038–
4609 as a candidate satellite. Constraining power for this
overdensity comes from a set of BHB stars. This feature
can be seen in our dataset as well, but does not match a
corresponding MSTO that is consistent with a UFD. We
conclude that DES J2038–4609 is not consistent with
either a dwarf galaxy or a globular cluster.
Ongoing follow-up studies of UFDs will continue to
have important implications for our understanding of
near-field cosmology. As the most dark matter domi-
nated objects and the only resolved examples of these
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old, relatively pristine stellar populations, it is important
that their nature is well understood. Understanding their
nature contributes to the characterization of the satellite
population of the MW, leading to more accurate infer-
ences about galaxy formation physics and the nature of
dark matter. Studies with deep and wide follow-up pho-
tometry, such as this one, are useful to help characterize
these faint objects.
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